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Dear Reader
A very warm welcome to the Platform
newsletter.
I’d like first of all to thank all our customers
for the trust they showed us in the last
years. Our sales grew significantly and
that is important, but for me the most
important thing is that our customers
firstly believed and then liked what we
offered them. I value a lot the genuine
and honest relationships we build with
people all around the world. It enriches
our business and thought process. It all
start from this, the capability of listening
to and understanding the challenges that
our customers are facing.
We hired many new sales people to stay
closer and have more time to understand
better those challenges.
We worked hard to integrate solutions in
line with our customer’s needs.
Food safety, which for us means the
highest possible guaranty of
pack
integrity through our unique mechanical
sealing force generator, and through
the detailed and continuous work to
decrease bacterial growth risk areas in
our machinery. Food waste is a priority
for many retailers, and for us it meant the
development of fast and cost effective
systems for vacuum skin, with the
best in class being the Darfresh® on
Tray. Flexibility, due to a fast changing
consumer,
becomes
paramount.
Our Platform® Technology, I believe,

expresses the maximum flexibility
achievable on a packaging machine.
Coupled this with our latest invention, the
Platformer, we have delivered the most
cost effective and most flexible packing
system ever.
Sustainability is often mentioned as a
key element, but I believe we need make
sure that industry can embrace it without
incurring extra cost and even reducing
costs in the process. Our Platformer®
delivers the lowest possible plastic
consumption, delivering outstanding
trays, with a clear cost benefit. Our Zero
technology for the top eliminates the
waste of film with savings which can be
as high as 40%.
Innovation is a beautiful thing to embrace,
but it has to come with efficiencies :
cost efficiencies, production efficiencies,
consumer benefits, etc.
Every time we work on something new,
we always remind ourselves that it needs
to bring benefits to all parties, being the
producer, the retailer and the consumer.

We look at the future with great energy.
Soon we’ll start the building of a new
customer centre where our vision is
to make our customers feel at home,
with their own products and with the
possibility to create their new ones. We
look forward to opening the new building
during 2018 where I hope to welcome as
many of you as possible.
My personal thanks to all of the people
working with us. It is a pleasure and an
honor to have so many passionate and
competent people to work with. I hope
that our work, our efforts and commitment
are going in the right direction so we can
strengthen our relationships and do more
business together.
I wish you a good read of the newsletter.
My best personal regards,
Giovanni Mondini
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When innovation means
efficiency

New Concept
Todays packaging line world is divided into either thermoforming or
tray sealing lines, the first producing value packs, the second higher
quality packs with greater flexibility.
Platformer is the missing link
Combining the Mondini Trave with the Mondini Platformer your
packaging line becomes what could be defined as a thermosealer...
giving the best of both Worlds.
The unique LIP Forming done during the sealing process generates
Platformed trays of an outstanding quality.
Free to switch from thermoformed in-line trays from a reel or premade
trays at any moment in time during production, according to the needs
of your business.

New Technology

New Advantages

Forming trays on demand, in line, from a reel.

1
•

Platformer new technology revolutionizes the concept of tray forming
by cutting the tray footprint before the forming process occurs,
reducing the scrap to just 1%.

2
•

Base tray waste of just 1%.

3
•

Simple, fast tray format change over.

4
•

In-line, on-demand feeding.

5
•

Quick reel change over.

An additional benefit of this innovative process is that the tray format
change over time is less than 10 minutes with only two components
needing to be changed, at a cost which is a fraction of a standard
thermoformer.
Depending on market conditions, customer demands and needs of
the business, processors will have full flexibility to choose whichever
solution is most beneficial to them at the time.

Trave and Platformer combined together deliver the ultimate
packaging line driving down the cost and extending pack tiering.

6
•

Whether using trays made in line or pre-made, the line is designed in
such a way that the product can be filled either automatically or using
skilled staff.
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Product News

By making trays on demand at the customer
the PLATFORMER technology combining
with Trave Platformer tray sealers gives
SECURITY of supply and assured quality of tray.
Packaging materials can be harmonised precisely to
ensure package security throughout its life cycle

Benefit of Platform Technology
with Platformer
PLATFORMER links with Trave Platform technology
to deliver a new leading edge packaging concept.
The new PLATFORMER system produces, on
demand and in-line, high quality trays ready for
product loading and feeding directly into the tray
sealer.

Over 45 years’ EXPERIENCE in tray sealing innovation
and engineering excellence provide the design and functionality
which are simple in concept but sublime in execution.
The construction delivers a robust tray forming system
to achieve efficiency and reliability in production.

The unique LIP Forming done during the sealing
process generates Platformed trays of an
outstanding quality.
This new leading edge concept extends Tray
Sealing technology into new markets and product
opportunities with subsequent benefits

The PLATFORMER system is coupled exactly
with the speed and technology
of the Trave Tray Sealers giving the best
in class PERFORMANCE and delivering
the lowest packaging cost on the market.
FLEXIBILTY is the key in modern packaging systems and this
new leading edge concept facilitates customers to better meet
the challenges of changing retail and consumer demands by
increasing the number of packaging technologies and formats
with minimal cost while maximising the return on investment.

Product Innovations
PLATFORMER SKIN
PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY for all types of skin packages
Optimised design and functionality of trays to deliver perfect skin package
In line tray forming helps loading and transport of products
Range of options on materials secure lowest total pack cost in vacuum skin process

PLATFORMER MAP
Flexibility to easily optimise design of trays to ensure performance
of vacuum and gas process
Tray fabrication matched exactly to speed of tray sealer with benefits
in efficiency and reduced packaging cost
PLATFORMER produces high performance trays that delivers product
safety throughput its life cycle
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Product Innovations
DARFRESH ON TRAY SUPER PROTUSION
The offer is now extended to deliver DARFRESH BENEFITS
ACROSS WIDER RANGE of products
All the Darfresh benefits delivered for large meat joints
Handle products up to 100mm in height
Delivers pack security, extended shelf life while expanding system
flexibility

SLIMFRESH
Vacuum skin packaging WITH RECYCLING
Cardboard base combined with vacuum skin offers new packaging style
Ability to pack irregular shapes for better merchandising
All the benefits of skin packing to ensure optimal package performance

ZERO
PERFECT MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING
on Trave Platform Tray Sealers
New tool technology eliminates all top film waste
Maximum flexibility with Trave Platform Technology
Optimised pack cost delivering significant savings

MAP RIGID LID
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY TO EXTEND shelf life for fresh cream cakes
Using innovative pre-cut film placement system for sealing
top and bottom trays hermetically
Unique development and design of tooling allows efficient vacuum and gas
flushing to carefully remove oxygen granting extended shelf life
Easy open system and printed film delivers consumer friendly package
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Sharing our success

In this section we want to share some interesting and fascinating experiences we have
with our customers. Each success story has a set of challenges that by working closely
together we managed to overcome to deliver a solution delivering significant benefits and
success to our customers. This partnership approach is built on a genuine and honest
relationship and our capability of listening to and understanding the challenges that our
customers are facing. Each story highlights in a unique and different way how our long
experience in tray sealing solutions and flexibility was key to overcoming the challenges.

“A thing is worth what it can

do for you, not what you
choose to pay for it
John Ruskin

We wanted to differentiate ourselves from our competitors
La Linea Verde S.p.A. under the direction
of Giuseppe and Domenico Battagliola
reached in 20 years or so the leadership of
the national market, offering fresh and high
quality packed and ready-to-eat products.
Today the group is an important agricultural
and food reality with five production facilities,
two farm factories and one company for
refrigerated transport service. Under the
brand names of large retailers, the company
offers MAP packed salads and under
DimmidiSì brand they produce soups and
ready meals, which are rigorously fresh.
The necessity of La Linea Verde S.p.A. was to develop a system capable of supporting a constant increase of
production, by maintaining high quality standards and obtaining the maximum guarantee of seal integrity on
the finished products. Specifically for the line dedicated to soups, the target was to deliver an easy open package
using highly performing and highly reliable packaging machines.

PROJECT

“We wanted to improve the packaging system for our products and differentiate ourselves from our competitors
by offering our customers a customized packaging design, conceived to preserve the taste and the properties of
RESULT
our Soups, with an easy and fast opening system. We knew we would find in G.Mondini the ideal partner to turn this
project into reality.“
What we did for La Linea Verde SpA was
MULTIHEAD WEIGHER
to create a bespoke and fully automatic
line dedicated to what it was the need and
requirement of La Linea Verde SpA, taking care
of the whole like from the tray handling and
denesting, to the filling of the different types of
LOBE FILLER TYPE VSB/L4
soups and salads up to the sealing in modified
atmosphere, with a high performance sealing
machine type Trave-367, which guarantees the
DOUBLE 3+3
TRAYSEALER
TRAVE-590-XL-VG
quality of a perfect packaging. “G.Mondini tuned TRAY DENESTER
immediately up with us and we got exceptional
MOVING TROLLEY
results thanks to an efficient support and
assistance service, capable of understanding
quickly our needs and finding practical and
DOUBLE PISTON FILLER
TYPE VF/SP-E
innovative solutions. In particular for the
production of Soups, G.Mondini has allowed
15MT TRANSPORT
CONVEYOR CHAIN
us to work in synergy with our film suppliers,
optimizing the parameters of time, temperature
and pressure “.
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Great solutions for great needs - Fiorani & C. S.p.a.

PROJECT

RESULT

According to Fiorani & C. S.p.a. (Incalca
S.p.A., Cremonini Group) , an Italian company
that deals with the process and distribution of
meat, an elevated standard of production quality
cannot be achieved without a high packaging
productivity. In their factory in Piacenza their
platform for reception picking and loading,
carries about 90 thousand tons of meat a year.
For this reason Fiorani & C. needs to rely on a
packaging system that it is suitable to cope with
a high production, and that is why they relied on
the experience of G.Mondini, able to provide an
innovative and highly technological solution.
The solution proposed to Fiorani & C. was
TRAVE, the packaging system which combines
innovation and technology.
“G.Mondini was a long time our supplier and once
again they proved to be at the forefront of the
latest developments in packaging systems. The
advantage gained was finding the required high
packing productivity. “

G.Mondini for Pet Food
For more than 20 years, Pet Select has been offering
delicious, healthy and balanced products for both dogs
and cats. Their daily challenge is to produce large
volumes of quality food in order to satisfy the insatiable
appetites of animals all over England, Portugal, France,
Germany, Italy and of course, Spain. The company owns
indeed several headquarters in Pobla de Caramiñal and
in Boiro (La Coruña). Since for Pet Select safety comes
first, they were looking for a system for packaging that
could conform to the various certifications that the
company follows.
DOUBLE CHUTE
FEEDING SYSTEM

MOVEABLE HEAD DEVICE

“We were looking for a safe and reliable system to cope with
a high capacity production and we were recommended
G.Mondini. Thanks to their great experience they proved to
be an excellent partner.”
For Pet Select we created a compact installation with a
high capacity production, in fact, thanks to its high level of
autonomy, our solution is able to reduce production costs.
“What we appreciate the most of G.Mondini’s work is the
excellent relationship between quality and production
speed, and after-sales service we they have always been
providing.”

DOUBLE VERTICAL
TRAY DENESTER
WITH BUFFER

N°4 AUTOMATIC PISTON
FILLERS TYPE VF/SP-4

TRAYSEALER TRAVE-1000-VG
ROTATING DEVICE SYSTEM
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PROJECT

RESULT

Quality first
PROJECT

RESULT

Conserve Italia is one of the major food companies
in Europe, leader in the preserves of fruit and
vegetable industry. Since 1976, day after day
they work to valorize the agricultural products of
cooperative members and to give to all consumers
quality guarantees and food safety, thanks to
their cooperative sector and their brands (such as
Valfrutta, Cirio, Yoga and Derby). In their search
for optimization and improvement of plants
and production requirements, Conserve Italia met
G.Mondini.
“We needed to produce our fruit compotes in trays
with a system that would have ensured production
efficiency, but especially would have guaranteed
quality in filling, sealing and special packing treatment
in order to preserve our product in the best possible
way.”
We realized for Conserve Italia a customized and
compact system, suitable for their production
processes and their packaging machines.
“We think G.Mondini is the Italian company closest to
our needs, able to follow us step by step with a direct
and responsive after-sales service.”

TRAY DEVIATING SYSTEM

2 MOVEABLE HEAD DEVICES

2 PISTON FILLERS TYPE VF/SP-E

TRAYSEALER TRAVE-1200-VG SUPER

The value of partnership
The Italian culture and tradition of “good food” is the
main value of company Besana that since 1921 has
being producing and exporting all over the world
dried fruit. Their interest for international market
has always marked their history and still today their
objective is to bring a greater variety of products to
new markets.
Today Besana Group has a production of 25,000
tons per year of Nuts, Dried Fruits and Seeds and
consequently they manage 100.000.000 packs.

MULTIHEAD WEIGHER

SUPER CHAIN CONVEYOR
TRAYSEALER TRAVE-590-XL-VG

STANDARD SUPER TRAY
DENESTER

“In our factories we coordinate 35 production and
packaging lines for this reason we needed a reliable
system, easy to use and extremely powerful.”
We have realized for Besana an automatic packaging
line suitable to cope with their production but always in a
safe condition, keeping up with the required productivity
to supply their distribution. “We were looking for a
supplier but in G.Mondini we have also found the
ideal partner. We absolutely appreciate their after sales
service that allowed us to create a strong partnership
with their technicians for the management and
continuous improvement of the packaging system. “
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